Clothing Order
2018
Enclosed is the catalogue for the Fall 2018 for Guelph
Engineering. Some clothing comes with a specific
design, but others allow you flexibility to customize your
garment. See each style for that flexibility. I suggest
trying on all garments for sizing before ordering.

Available Embroidery Below

Descriptions of Logos
The Guelph Engineering Gears are used by the Guelph
Engineering Society as a great identifier for the
undergraduate students, this logo is not used by the
School of Engineering as it is a student logo
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Maxson Softshell Male and Female Version
OUTERSHELL: 100% Polyester mechanical stretch woven
bonded to 100% Polyester anti-pill microfleece with
waterproof (8000mm), breathable membrane (400 g/m2)
and water repellent finish, 270 g/m² (8 oz/yd²).
LINING: 100% Polyester brushed tricot knit upper storm
flap and pocket bags

$75

Sizes xs - 2xl
Male Jacket Shown

Comes with Guelph Engineering stitched on the back in white and
choice of one of the following logos on left chest as shown below

GILDAN® HEAVY BLEND™ HOODED SWEATSHIRT. 1850 dark
sweatshirts will have white lettering and all white logo on hood

14-oz, 50/50 cotton/polyester preshrunk fleece
Air jet spun yarn for a softer feel and reduced pilling
Double lined hood
Set-in sleeves
Pouch pocket
Rib knit cuffs and waistband
Quarter-turned
Dyed-to-match drawstring

$45
$45

Full Stitch Guelph Engineering on front Choice of logo on the back part of
the hood as shown

Navy
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Black

Adult sizes
S-5XL

GILDAN® HEAVY BLEND™ HOODED SWEATSHIRT. 1850 light
sweatshirts will have black lettering and all black logo on hood

14-oz, 50/50 cotton/polyester preshrunk fleece
Air jet spun yarn for a softer feel and reduced pilling
Double lined hood
Set-in sleeves
Pouch pocket
Rib knit cuffs and waistband
Quarter-turned
Dyed-to-match drawstring

$45
$45

Full Stitch Guelph Engineering on front Choice of logo on the back part of
the hood as shown

Ash

Adult sizes
S-2XL

